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Significance of Various Factors in the 
Recycling of Asphalt Pavements on 
Secondary Roads 
HUMBERTO CASTEDO 

In this paper are presented the results or field and laboratory 
Investigations undertaken to determine the role that material 
varlablllty, mix design factors, and other parameters play in 
the performance or recycled asphalt pavements on secondary 
roads. After the pertinent literature on the economics and 
procedures associated with various recycling methods was re
viewed, a sampling program was developed to collect cores 
from existing pavements. This coring program was undertaken 
to evaluate the varlablllty or the materials that form the as
phalt pavements or county roads and city streets in Indiana. 
Statistical analyses or the data obtained on these cores showed 
that there Is practical significance In the variation of param
eters, such as asphalt content, aggregate gradation, and as
phalt penetration, within a section or road, between county and 
city asphalt pavements, and among geographic regions in the 
state. Characterization of these materials allowed the author to 
simulate In the laboratory actual conditions such as hardness 
of the binder, gradations of aggregates and reclaimed asphalt 
pavement material, asphalt contents, and other properties or 
the recycled mix within the range or values measured from 
pavement core samples. The effects of these parameters were 
measured by means of the Marshall and resilient modulus 
tests. It was found that a stable and sound pavement can 
generally be obtained using cold-mix recycling techniques If 
normal reclaiming procedures are followed and regular as
phalt emulsion binders are added. 

Construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance of asphalt pave
ments in Indiana have been done almost exclusively with virgin 
selected materials (1). Recycling of asphalt pavements is not 
widely accepted as a corrective measure for structural and 
surface distress of asphalt pavements on primary and secondary 
roads. 

One of the main problems faced when planning the re
habilitation of a secondary road (e.g., farm-to-market roads and 
residential city streets) is the lack of information on the mate
rials that form the pavement to be recycled. 

The FHWA has sponsored a number of recycling operations 
through Demonstration Project 39, which has the objective of 
advancing this technology and sharing the experience and re
sults obtained. The economics and feasibility of this rehabilita
tion technique are extensively docwnented for demonstration 
projects throughout the country (2). There are still, however, 
many questions that remain unanswered such as (a) how much 
variability exists in the pavement materials of secondary roads 
targeted for rehabilitation? and (b) what is the practical effect 
of this variability on the performance of a recycled pavement? 
These and other questions about the recycling of asphalt pave-
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ments on secondary roads in Indiana were addressed in this 
study. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Recycling Process 

Pavement recycling can be categorized according to the con
struction procedure used, the types of materials to be recycled, 
and the structural benefits to be gained. The main forms of 
asphalt pavement recycling are (a) surface recycling, (b) in
place surface and base recycling, and (c) central plant recy
cling. Most of the operations involved in each of these recy
cling techniques can be performed either cold (with materials 
and equipment at ambient temperatures) or hot (central plant 
recycling) (3). 

Selection of a cold- or a hot-mix recycling technique is 
generally based on available funds, time to completion, and 
other specialized efforts that are involved in either process. 
Hot-mix central plant recycling allows better control of mate
rials and therefore a good-quality mix is produced. However, 
the costs and quality of hot-mix recycling are justified in most 
cases only for high-volume, first-class pavements. The normal 
procedure for recycling asphalt pavements on secondary roads 
has been the cold-mix process. The mix produced is generally 
used as base course material with some form of surface treat
ment or hot-mix asphaltic concrete overlay (1, 4). For this 
reason, this study was concentrated on the process and mate
rials involved in cold-mix recycling of asphalt pavements. 

Factors Involved in Cold-Mix Recycling of 
Asphalt Pavements 

There are nwnerous factors involved in any recycling opera
tion. Two important economics- and materials-related factors 
are (a) the economics of recycling, including such items as 
hauling distances, energy usage, availability of virgin mate
rials, traffic control and disruption, construction time, rural or 
urban environment, project size, contractor availability (2), and 
(b) the variability in paving materials, which is related to such 
factors as weather effects, traffic wear, and the nature of the 
paving materials used (i.e., different binders and aggregate 
contents and compositions). 

These factors, to varying degrees, influence the selection of 
recycling or conventional procedures for restoring a distressed 
pavement. The economic considerations involved in recycling 
secondary road asphalt pavements in Indiana are analyzed next. 
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

It ls wldel)' known that one of the major criteria that determine 
whether or not a new proce11 wlll be accepted 111 economics. If 
It can be demonatrated that recycllna of 111phalt pavements hu 
economic advantaaea over new material coruitructlon, recy
clina could be accepted u a viable pavement rehabilitation 
altemative. 

Construction co1t1 and other economic data from uphalt 
pavement projecta in Indiana and throuahout the country were 
obtained for 1985 and previous construction perlodl in order to 
document the main economic differencea that exiat between 
conventional uphalt pavement rehabilitation methods and the 
recycllna proce11. Current data were obtained throuah tele
phone and personal conversations with hijhway authorities, 
from the lateat reportl found in the literature, and by cost 
indexina pricea before 1985. The cost index method used is the 
one recommended by the Bnaineerlna News Record (ENR) and 
described in the Texas Tranaportation Institute auidelines (5). 

Cost Components 

A review of most of the reports prepared for FHWA Demon
atration Project 39, 11 well u other information available, 
revealed that, on 1ver11e1 material coat repmenta 46.6 percent 
of the total cost of a cold in-place recycllna project and that 
equipment and labor represent 29.7 and 23.7 percent of the 
project's c01t, respectively (1-4) (Fiaure 1). Records from 
several hot-mix 111phalt overlay operations in Indiana lhowed 
that material• averaae 90.5 percent of the total coat and that 
equipment accountl for 4.8 percent and labor for 4. 7 percent of 
the coat of overlaytna a pavement. Chip-and-seal or aurface 
treatmentl in Indiana were found to have an 1ver11e coat 
breakdown of 9.5 percent for labor and 90 . .S percent for equip
ment and materials (1) (Fiaure 1). 
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The main economic advantqe that recycllna appem to have 
over conventional pavlna procedwv i1 to be found ln the raw 
material• required for the project becauae the 1alv11ed material 
removed from the roadway hu an intrinaic value attributable to 
the 111phalt and 11are11te componentl of the old pavement. 
However, a cloaer analy1i1 of the cost data revealed that, in 
almoat all recycllna projectl, the material coet was attributable 
to the new 111phalt or recycllna qent used to restore the 
properties of the qed binder. 

Another important coat component of this type of mixture is 
the vqin aureaate uaed to uparade the aradation of the 
existlna a1are11te to a standard particle distribution. The 
etfecta of varyina amounta of vqin aaarea•te on the final coat 
per ton for 111phalt mixture1, at 198.S prices in Indiana, are 
lhown in Fiaure 2. As can be seen, vqin aureaate alone can, 
in 1ome cases, almost triple the final COit of the mix if asphalt 
mixtures that contain 100 percent cold-mix recycled and 100 
percent vlrain materials are compared. Thia Is because the 
production and haulina cost of vlraln materials can be quite 
hilh in 1ome parta of the atate. 

Coat Comparison and External Factors 

Construction and rehabilitation of uphalt pavements in general 
(includina cold-mix recyclina) are 1ubject to chanae1 in price 
of the main material componenta of the asphalt mix. Studies b)' 
Schnormeier (tS) and others (1, 4, 5) 1howed that asphalt ce
ment price variations have the laraest influence on the variation 
of the price· of 111phalt mixtures In aeneral. Consultations with 
aeveral hiahway a1encie1 and local contractors throughout In
diana re1ulted in a Hit of averaae prices paid in 1985 (Fiaure 
3). 

From these data It can be seen t,hat pricea for new bue and 
binder materials for Interstate projecta in Indiana varied sub
atantlally more than did price& for the 11me materials in urban 
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FIGURE 1 Coat breakdown for varlo111 rehabWtatlon alternatives. 
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1r111. Thl1 11 bec1U11 the cost p• ton of thue material• 
dependl on, amona other thlna•, condltlom 1uch 11 location of 
projecta and quantltl11 of material required for particular 
projecta. 

When the price• paid In 198.5 for hot-mix recycllna (uud 
only for hlah·Yoluma pavementl) are compared with thoae paid 
for vlraln mix, It can bl 111n that hot-mix recycllna w11 almo1t 

u expen1lve 11 new materl.111 oomtructlon, Thl1 hi• created 1 
1IN1tlon In whJoh hot-mix recyollna procedur11 have been 
abandoned In favor ot conventional, hot-mix 11phlltlo concrete 
operatlom that Ule vlraln materill1, and the vuiou1 benefttl 
uaociated with recycllna (e.1 .• little or no UH of vlraln mate· 
rial1, rctontlon of orlalnal arado) are noaated thereby. 
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mix recycling materials as reported by some Indiana contrac
tors and highway agencies that have used this process for 
rehabilitating county roadc; and residential urban streets. 

DOT. The data presented in these figures indicate that signifi
cant savings may be realized when recycling is chosen instead 
of an asphalt overlay for rehabilitating an asphalt pavement on 
a secondary road. 

Because the most common rehabilitation alternative for re
pairing a distressed asphalt pavement in need of structural 
improvement in Indiana is the placement of an asphalt overlay, 
cost figures were sought for this procedure in order to compare 
these figures with the cost of alternative cold-mix recycling. 

It was found that, in general, the savings and differences in 
cost for these two alternatives were significant. An approxi
mate range of prices was obtained for hot-mix overlays (Figure 
4) and in-place cold-mix recycling (Figure 5). The data shown 
in Figure 4 were updated from figures given by the Texas 
Transportation Institute (5), and Figure 5 was developed from 
data reported in the literature (1, 2, 4) and consultations with 
local contractors, highway agency personnel, and personnel 
from the Bureau of Local Roads and Streets of the Illinois 
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There is at least one other item that has a direct bearing on 
the reduction or minimization of highway construction cost in 
general, and that is the energy used in the transportation of the 
materials, in the operation of equipment for processing those 
materials, and in manufacturing the finished product. The liter
ature (in particular, the reports prepared for Demonstration 
Project 39) gives notice of the various relationships that exist 
between costs of a conventional asphalt paving process and 
recycling procedures in terms of hauling distances of virgin and 
reclaimed materials (aggregates as well as binder). It is re
ported that as the distance that new materials must be hauled 
increases, the advantage of recycling increases significantly 
(7 ). Energy saved also increases as the proportion of reclaimed 
material in the final mix increases (Figure 2). 
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Summary of Findings 

The preliminary conclusions that can be developed from this 
information follow. 

1. The cost of the new binder or recycling agent used to 
restore the properties of the reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) 
material accounted for more than half the total cost of cold-mix 
recycling projects. 

2. The final cost of a recycling project is increased as more 
virgin materials are added to the recycled mix. 

3. Significant savings in energy are possible if in-place cold
mix recycling techniques are used instead of central plant hot~ 
or cold-mix recycling. The cost of transporting materials to and 
from the plant accounts for most of these savings. Savings are 
even more substantial when recycled mixtures are compared 
with conventional hot-mix asphaltic overlays. 

4. The overall costs for cold-mix recycling operations are 
dependent on the assumptions and particular techniques 
adopted for each individual recycling project, as well as other 
factors such as traffic, weather, materials, location, and 
equipment. 

5. The cost or energy effectiveness of cold-mix recycling 
cannot be determined from the information found in most of 
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FIGURE 6 Location of pavements sampled. 

TABLE 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Name 

Asphalt content 
Penetration 
Kinemalic viscosity 
Aggregate gradalion modulus 
Marshall sliffness 
Layer thickness 

Unit 
Total No. of 
Observations 

% 227 
0.1 mm 159 
cSt 159 

227 
lb/in. 178 
in. 208 
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the available literature or reported here. The level and length of 
service to be obtained from recycled pavements have not yet 
been established (1, 4 ). 

EVALUATION OF EXISTING PAVEMENT MATERIALS 

Representative asphalt pavements from secondary roads 
(counties and cities) throughout Indiana were sampled al the 
locations shown in Figure 6. The properties of the materials 
that form those roads were determined in the laboratory by 
means of standard ASTM test procedures (8). The objective of 
this field and laboratory work was to collect data on parameters 
such as asphalt content, aggregate gradation, penetration and 
viscosity of the recovered binder, and other important charac
teristics of the existing asphalt pavements given in Table 1. 

These data were then evaluated using statistical analysis 
methods such as the analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedure 
(9) for the main factors given in Table 2. The results of these 
statistical analyses (fable 3) helped determine the significance 
of the variability found in the parameters measured. These 
determinations, in turn, allowed conclusions to be drawn re
garding the feasibility of using the cold-mix recycling tech
nique for rehabilitating or maintaining asphalt pavements on 
secondary roads in Indiana. 

The information obtained from these analyses can be sum
marized as follows: 

1. There was no significant effect that could be attributed to 
the geographic location of the existing asphalt pavement in 
terms of viscosity or penetration, or both, of the asphalt binder 
recovered from pavement cores. The weather in northern, cen
tral, and southern Indiana (refer to Figure 6) has, for practical 

TABLE 2 MAIN FACTORS CONSIDERED 

Independent Variable Sample 
Size Description 

Climatological regions 3 Northern Indiana 
(refer to Figure 6) Central Indiana 

Southern Indiana 
Traffic type 2 Runtl 

Urban 
Zones surveyed 14 8 counties 

6 cities 
Roads sampled 58 34 county roads 

24 city streets 
Pavement cores 117 74 from county roads 

43 from city streets 
Pavement layers 227 114 from county roads 

113 from city streets 
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TABLB 3 SUMMARY OP ANOVA TBSTS RBStJLTS 

A1phall Gradation M111hall 
Source Content Penetntlon Vi10o1ity Modulwi Stlffneu Thickne11 

n.tno type (TR) 
Zono11 Z (TR) • "' "' i;.Oiili1 R('ra Z) - - ·-- ------- ---·--- --

- -- - .. -- -- - - --- ---- * 
Sample11 S (TR Z R) 
Layon, (L) • "' "' Lo'l'R 
L·Z(TR) + "' L•R(TR Z) Ill • Ill • 
L•S(TR ZR) 

NOT11 "' • 111&itlioally •lanl.ftoant 1& a • 0.0! and + • 111thLlcally 1tanl.fto1n& 11 11 • O. 1 O. 

pwpo111 (accordint to the 1tatl11tical analyH11 of the data), 
almilar ef!'ects on the aaJna of the binder from all of the 
pavement corea analyzed In thia atudy. 

By almply plottin, the averaae vl1coslty and penetration 
value11 obtained far 11 many 11 227 samples of exlatlna a1phalt 
pavement1, it oan be 1hown that the re1ult1 Ile wlthln a oloH 
ranae: approximately 600 to 900 cSt for vi1001lty and 30 to SS 
dmm (0.1 mm) for penetration (Pllme 7). 

A 1tati1tical analy1i1 of the penetration and vi1eoaity data 
lhowed that the only 1ianlftoant dlfftrlnCu for theae two 
parameten wwe found amona the layen (up to four) that form 
a particular road or atreet aectlon. Howevor, a olosor analy1l1 of 
the mean valu of the vl1co1lty and pcnotratlon of the 11aed 
birldera from eaoh layer revealed that thue varlationa In hard· 
n111 from one layer to the other appear to be minimal and of 
amall prlCltical importance ( l ), 

Thi reaults of the 1tati1tical analyala could then have a 
twofold Interpretation: (a) eithw each pavement lay1r muat be 
removed (reclaimed) aeparately and treated Individually for 
mix dealan purpote1 (Ideal but not alway1 practical) or (b) the 
vart.ou1 conatltu1nt layen muat be 1carlfted1 ripped or cut, and 
mixed to1ether. The reaultlna reclaimed material would then be 
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conaidered to have an avera1e 11phalt penetration and vl1eosity 
value (the avera1e of varlou1 1amplt1 dependlna on the 1ize of 
the project) that can bl \lied for mix dllian purpo••· 

The re1ult1 of thl1 1tati1tical analy1i11 also Indicated that (a) 
the hardneaa (penetration and vlaco11ty) of extracted blndcr1 
from county roadJ doo1 not vary •lanlfioantly from that of 
uphalt pavementl on city atreets, (b) there were no 11ianlftcant 
dlfferenc11 In theH parametera within county or city 11treet 
pavement1, and (c) there were no 1lanlftcant dltl'erencea within 
a particular road 111ment Ilona the harizontal plane of the 
pavement. 

2. It wu found that, In 111111'11, the a1phalt content of the top 
layer of pavement waa bliher than the uphalt content o! the 
lower lay••· Plaure 8 lhowa mean uphalt content valuea for 
the top two layer• of each pavement 1ampled In varlou1 
countlu and cltl11 In IndlanL The llnu connectlna the data 
points In thi1 araph are uaed only for clarity and to lhow the 
overall trend found for th• 11phalt content of the pavem1nt1 
evaluated. Even thoqh thl1 can be conaldered typical of wear
ln1 1urfaoe layer1 compared with binder and b11e cour11e 
layen, lt lhould be pointed out that almoat all MCondary road 
pavements are made of a ••lea of uphaltlc concrete laym 
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placed, throuahout the ylll'll, on top of each other (1tqe con· 
1tnictlon) and that the old wearint 1urface coune layere be· 
come the ba11 and 1ubba11C1 of the upper pavement layer. 

The r11ult1 of 1tatl1tlcal analy1l1 lhowed 1l1nlftcant dlf • 
ferencet only amon1 pavement lay•• (Table 3). In 1eneral, 
uphalt contentl were within :1:1.0 percent ('oy welaht of total 
mix) Qf each other (except for County Zone 5 In Pl1ure 8). 
Thue ruultl lead to conclu1le111 11milar to thOM for vl1co1lty 
and penetration of the a1phalt pavement layere: (a) each layer 
can be milled off 1eparately and the 11lvqed material• can be 
1tored or ulld Individually lf the varlatlon1 In a1phalt content 
are areater than 1.0 percent and (b) for varlatlom 1111 than 1.0 
percent, the layen can be reclaimed 1lmultaneou1ly and an 
avera1e uphalt content value can be auumed for all of the 
11lvqed material. 

3. Alphalt pavementl on county road1 were found to have 
averaao a1are1ate aradatlC111 11milar to thole of city 1treet1. 
Similar re1ult1 were ob1erved trom 1ample1 within countlu 
and within cltlu, within a 11ctlon of the 1ame road, and even 
amona the varloUI layer• that form the pavement (Table 3). All 
of the aradatlon analy1l1 re1ult1 (227 1amplea) fall within the 
ranae of value• 1hown In Pl1ure 9. 

4. Other ftndlna• were that, In 1eneral, top laym were 
thicker and more 1table [u meuured by the M&r1hall atablllty 
tett (8)) than wn lower layen. The varlablllty In thl1 param· 
eter and In the thlck:ne11 of the layer waa found not to be 
1tatl1tlcally alaniftcant. 

No 1l1nlftcant dlff•ence1 were found between pavementl of 
county roadl and city 1treet1 nor within a particular road 
aectlon for th111 two parametc1. That top layer mixture• were 
found to be more 1table than bottom layer1 waa attributed to 

upper lay•• belna relatively newer material and therefore le11 
deteriorated than the lower layere they covered. 

For a 1ound recycllna dulan. the qlneer wlll have to take 
thue ftndlna• Into con1lderatlon In order to account for a 
recycled pavement that may require a more •table 1ubarade 
than tho11 found In thl1 evaluation. 

LABORATORY BEHAVIOR OF COLD 
RECYCLED ASPHALT MIXTURES 

The ftnal tuk of thl1 1tudy wa1 an evaluation of cold·mix 
recycled 11phalt pavement 1amplu In the laboratory. The Infor
mation 1alned trom the ruultl dlacU11ed In the prevlou1 llC· 
tlon w11 u1ed In the laboratory for the preparation of recycled 
mixture• that clOMly r111mbled an In 1ltu cold.mJx recycled 
uphalt pavement matmal. 

Reclaimed 11phalt pavement (R.AP) material trom actual city 
1tnet1 w11 u1ed to prepare moat of the laboratory 1peclmen1 
titted followln1 ASTM 1tandard teat proceduru (8). Th111 
R.AP material• were prepared with 1radatlom, uphalt content, 
penetration, and other parameter• within the ranae of In 1ltu 
value1. 

Thl1 laboratory atudy covered four dlfforent R.AP materlala, 
1lx different recycllna a1ent1 (three common uphalt emul1lon1 
and three commercial recycllna qentl), varlou1 R.AP 1rada· 
tlom, two artlftclally qed binder contentl, curlna time, and 
other mix de1l1n parameten. 

The major ftndlnal obtained trom the laboratory evaluation 
can be 1ummarlzed 11 follow1: 
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1. Initial mixing water contents less than 3.0 percent (by dry 
weight of the RAP) produced the best performing cold recycled 
mixes. 

2. The amount of recycling agent has a significant effect on 
the behavior of the recycled mix. Recycled mixes with agent 
contents lower than 1.0 percent (by dry weight of the RAP) 
showed inconsistent trends of initial strength or stability prop
erties. This apparently indicates that low agent contents are 
difficult to distribute unifonnly throughout the mix, which 
yields a nonuniform paving material with unpredictable perfor
mance in the field. 

On the other hand, excessive agent contents (more than 3.0 
percent by dry weight of RAP) produced unstable mixes that 
would be expected to undergo excessive deformations and 
pavement bleeding in the field. The ideal range of recycling 
agent (liquid asphalts or modifying oils, or both, or chemicals) 
for the reclaimed asphalt pavement materials appears to be 
somewhere between 2.0 and 3.0 percent by weight of the dry 
RAP. 

3. An aeration period before compaction and after moisture 
is mixed in and the recycling agent is added appears to be 
necessary to lower the total fluid content of the recycled mix. It 
was found that this initial period produced compacted recycled 
mixtures with high early strength and stability that allowed 
better hanclling of the test specimen in the laboratory. 

4. The choice of recycling agent, modifying oil, or re
juvenating or softening agent should be based on economic 
considerations and the availability of these materials. All six 
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agents considered in this laboratory study performed well in 
altering the hardness of the aged asphalt cement and produced 
recycled mixtures with characteristics similar to those of cold
mix asphalt made with virgin materials. 

5. The effect of curing time following compaction was 
found to_be significant._ In the first 7 days of curing at ambient 
conditions (approximately 72°F), the increase in strength and 
stability of the mix was found to be related principally to the 
characteristics and amounts of agent added. Softer residue 
agents produced early cured recycled mixtures of low or even 
decreasing stabilities until evaporation of the water and other 
fluids began. Harder residue recycling agents yielded higher 
stability and strength values initially. In general, all test param
eters measured for the recycled mix at various curing times 
increased to a maximum value and leveled off thereafter. 

6. The effect of the RAP gradation (the gradation of the 
reclaimed material obtained after planing, crushing, ripping, or 
scarifying the aged asphalt pavement layers) was found to be 
significant at the levels used in this laboratory analysis. In most 
cases, however, it was found that cold recycled mixtures pre
pared with RAP gradations within the gradation range corre
sponding to those commonly produced by normal reclaiming 
procedures yielded mixtures with characteristics similar to 
those of mixtures the RAP material of which was processed to 
include more fines (i.e., additional processing of the RAP). The 
effects of RAP gradation were found to depend on the type of 
agent used as well as the amount present in the recycled mix. 

7. Finally, recycled mixtures prepared with aged RAP mate-
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FIGURE 9 Average gradation of aggregate extracted from asphalt pavements on secondary 
roads. 
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rials of varying original asphalt contents were found to yield 
paving mixtures with different stabilities as measured by the 
Marshall test (8). A combined stability-flow parameter (i.e., 
Marshall stability measured at room temperature divided by 
final flow) was found to be the most sensitive laboratory test 
parameter for detecting the behavior of these mixes. In most 
cases, a higher original binder content in the RAP yielded a 
lower combined stability-flow parameter for the final recycled 
mix. 

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

It is recommended that cold-mix recycling techniques be in
cluded in county and city highway maintenance programs in 
Indiana as an alternative for rehabilitating or maintaining as
phalt pavements on secondary roads. Cost, energy, and mix 
design analyses should be used to establish whether other 
rehabilitation or maintenance techniques are more viable or 
practical than recycling. 

It is believed that asphalt pavements on secondary county 
roads or city streets in Indiana can be rehabilitated with cold
mix recycled materials. This technique could be the least ex
pensive alternative for restoring the original serviceability of 
the pavement. 

Approximate costs associated with various materials and 
procedures (e.g., asphalt overlay, in-place recycled mix) can be 
used by the design engineer to estimate the approximate con
struction costs of the various alternatives available for a par
ticular project. These preliminary economic evaluations can 
then be used as one of the factors to be considered in the 
selection of the most appropriate procedure for the project. 

Standard construction units based on aggregate gradation 
and asphalt content of the material to be recycled can be 
established. Individualized construction units could be de
veloped if it were demonstrated that penetration or viscosity 
test properties, or both, were quite different. 

Whenever possible the degree of oxidation or brittleness of 
the original asphalt to be recycled should be known. This 
information can be obtained by extracting and then recovering 
the aged asphalt from the RAP. The harder the recovered 
asphalt, the softer the residue of the recycling agent must be. 
Common liquid asphalt emulsions were found to behave just as 
well as commercially available chemicals and modifying oils. 
The choice between these commercial products should be made 
initially on an economic basis. After narrowing the alternatives 
to two or three particular products, laboratory analysis of re
cycled mixes prepared with available RAP and the selected 
recycling agents should be performed to choose the agent that 
produces acceptable recycled mixtures. 

The strength and stability properties of the recycled mix 
should be evaluated after a sufficient curing period has elapsed 
in order to obtain representative strength and stability values 
for a particular mix. Oven curing at 140°F for 3 days can be 
used to accelerate the curing process. A curing time of 7 days 
out of the mold may also be used for this purpose. 
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Optimum mixing moisture and recycling agent contents 
should be determined using trial mixtures and laboratory test 
procedures. Excessive (i.e., more than 3.0 percent) or deficient 
(i.e., less than 1.0 percent by weight of dry RAP) amounts of 
these two fluids should be avoided because unstable and weak 
mixtures, which exhibit unpredictable behavior, are produced. 

The findings of the study of the effects of RAP gradations 
indicated that an existing asphalt pavement reclaimed or sal
vaged by conventional methods and equipment generally does 
not need extra processing. 

It is also recommended that final mix designs be based on 
reclaimed and processed asphalt pavement material. Every 
recycling job should be approached with as much planning, 
design, and expertise as practically feasible. 
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